
Hoffman Camp Axe

Our axes are hand forged from a block of 4142 
chrome/moly alloy steel in North Carolina, and heat 
treated to provide exceptional performance. The 
heads are hung on straight grained ash or hickory 
handles, hand carved and sanded from kiln dried 
lumber. The poll is hardened to be used as a proper 
hammer. Coming in weights  2.25 and 3 pounds 
with handle lengths from 19-32 inches, you have the 
choice of picking the axe which will suit your work 
style. Sheaths are hand made with thick USA 
vegetable tanned leather. Made 100% in the USA. 
 

“We say it all the time, amazing, spectacular, finest we 
have seen, best we have handled and so on. However 
this is one product we have used extensively over the 
winter in our shop splitting wood and to me personally 
there is no finer axe made, period! We have split over 2 
face cords of wood with the 2.25# camp axe, touched it 
up with a green sided strop a few times and it sliced 
paper like the sharpest knife you carry, amazing to me! 
We split finer pieces all winter with the bearded axe with 
the same results, like cutting through butter. We have 
also used the hammer side (poll) of these axes this 
winter cutting down a 1 1/2’ wide dead ash that was 
hard as a rock. We had to use wedges with the lean of 
the tree in the direction of one of our buildings, so to 
drive in these wedges we used again the poll end of the 
2.25# camp axe with 19” handle and using 3 wedges 
hammered them in about as hard as I could swing a good 
70-75 times. After the tree was dropped the poll end looked like it had never been used, the ash handle was 
not loosened in the slightest These are built to be used and used hard. Everything about them for me is 
perfect, thanks so much Liam Hoffman!” - Jim Howe, Owner Howe's Knife Shop, MI

Follow this link to return and make your deposit on an order- http://
www.hoffmanblacksmithing.com/axeordering/


